
Tricks of the Light 

-Fire and Comedy Stage Show- 

 

ABOUT 

A high-energy fire and comedy entertainment duo. Cyricx and Viollca dance with flames, draw with 

light, and defy the danger of the elements. They have a lot of laughs, too. A full-service fire show, with fire 

spinning solos and choreographed duos (intricately entwined fire spinning). Cyricx’s background in martial 

arts and Viollca’s background in dance create unique and dynamic styles on stage. With 25 years combined fire 

spinning experience, this duo is sure to astound audiences with their mastery of the element of fire. Tricks of 

the Light aims to have your audience laughing, hollering, and staring in wonder. For larger shows, we can 

bring in associate performers to increase the spectacle.  

EXAMPLE 15-MINUTE FIRE SHOW SET, 4 Performers 

1. Intro: Fire Breathing, Fire Poi, and Fire Orb Dancing  
2. Solo: Fire Hula Hoop 

3. Duo: Dragonstaff  

4. Finale: Triple Fire Staff 

Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/tricksofthelightshow 

Instagram: http://instagram.com/tricksofthelight 

LOGISTICS 

 INSURANCE: Performers are covered by Performer’s Personal Liability Insurance through Specialty 

Insurance Agency on $1 million per occurrence/$2 million general aggregate individual policies. Additionally 

Insured Certificates can be obtained if requested at least 2 weeks before the event.  

 SAFETY: Tricks of the Light takes every reasonable safety precaution when performing with fire, and 

employs at least one fire safety person for shows. Our spotters undergo an intense hour long fire safety course 

before coming with us to any performances, and are trained to be aware of the safety of the audience first and 

foremost. We use fuel that is the industry standard for fire performance. 

 STAGE REQUIREMENTS: Due to the nature of the unique fire tools we use, we do need a 

performance area that is free of overhead obstructions (low hanging branches, etc.), and of decent size. 

Indoor performances are possible but require consultation to ensure specifications are met and may incur 

additional costs. Fire breathing cannot be done indoors.  
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